
Summary of study and overall assessment
In this study, the firn properties of Greenland are simulated for the period 1980 – 2020 with two different
models – the semi-empirical Community Firn Model (CFM) and the physically-based SNOWPACK (SP)
model. Both models are driven with atmospheric forcing from MERRA-2 reanalysis and applied on the
same spatial grid (~0.5°) as the reanalysis data. To equilibrate the firn layer, the models were first
spun-up with forcing data from the so-called reference climate interval (RCI), which ranges from 1980 to
1995. Subsequently, the actual simulations with CFM and SP were performed and evaluated with 767
firn cores from the SUMup project. After demonstrating the good overall performance of both models,
results are analysed and intercompared with a focus on firn air content (FAC) and its temporal evolution
(interval means, inter-/intraannual changes) and spatial distribution on basin scales.

Firn models are important tools, because they allow a spatially comprehensive assessment of ice
sheet’s average firn porosity. This quantity is essential for estimating the potential of the ice sheet to
retain meltwater in the firn layer ( buffer effect) and thus slowing down global sea level rise. It is
therefore crucial to have a good understanding of how well firn models of different complexity simulate
firn related processes. This manuscript adds interesting results and findings to previous work. The study
is generally well written and structured and the figures are of excellent quality. Find below some
suggestions to improve the manuscript – most comments are of minor nature and concern details.

We thank the reviewer for taking time to read and comment on this manuscript. We are especially
grateful for the thoughtful and inspired questions about this work. The updated manuscript has been
greatly improved following the reviewer’s comments. We would also like to note that we have changed
“CFM” to “CFM-GSFC” per another reviewer’s suggestion, so the responses below contain the latter
use. The reviewer’s comments are in black text, the authors’ responses are in blue text, original
manuscript text that has been removed or modified is “blue and in quotes and italics”, and new
manuscript text is blue and in italics and bold.

General comments
Conclusion section
In my opinion, the conclusion section needs some improvement. The structure seems currently a bit
chaotic – e.g. the part with the outlook (“This will in turn allow us to better predict the firn’s response to
future warming.”) should rather be at the end of the section. I suggest to rearrange this section in a more
logical way.
We thank the reviewer for this suggestion, and we have restructured and refocused the conclusion
section. Below we address some of the specific points noted and show how we have updated the
manuscript.

Furthermore, the following points could be included/extended:
● Embed findings in a larger picture (and discuss further implications). For instance, I guess the

computational cost of running the physically-based SNOWPACK model is substantially higher
(could you state how much approximately?). Does the higher complexity (e.g. explicit
consideration of effects like wind compaction under drifting/blowing snow that influence new-
snow density) “pay off” (i.e. add some distinctive benefits)?

Thank you for this suggestion. The computational costs are difficult to evaluate due to several factors
including the fact that the models are being run on different systems, changing parameters in either
model can drastically affect runtime, and different climate conditions (e.g., high melt) can affect model
runtimes differently. As such, neither model necessarily stands out as being more computationally
efficient or inexpensive. The SNOWPACK and CFM-GSFC simulations performed for the current work
took about the same amount of time to perform. However, as to your second point, we have summarized
some of the potential benefits of each model in the conclusion section. Our results do not support the
idea that one model is better than the other, but rather quantify their differences in several contexts (e.g.,
stable climate, changing climate, melt, etc.). To the conclusion, we have added:

In the present work, neither model clearly outperforms the other within the scope of the
evaluation. Even though we identify disparities between results from both models, we are



restricted by the limited availability of the required observational data to draw conclusions about
the accuracy of one model over the other. Based on our work, we can draw conclusions about
the potential benefits and drawback of each model. The physics-based design of SNOWPACK
means that it is not tuned to observations and consequently not biased toward available
observational data. This may result in more realistic simulations of firn properties under future
climate conditions, whose effects are not capture in existing firn observations. However, firn
physics are not fully understood and knowledge gaps limit the accuracy of the model. The CFM's
modular design allows for the user to easily choose from several densification schemes.
Semi-empirical densification schemes such as the one used in the present work are tuned to
observations, which means that realistic densification relationships are built into the model and
there is less need to rely on poorly understood physics. Nevertheless, firn models in general are
limited by knowledge gaps in firn hydrological processes such as vertical meltwater percolation,
lateral flow, and conditions for firn aquifer and ice slab formation. Additional research focusing
on obtaining detailed observations of these processes would provide opportunities for important
developments in firn modeling.

● State recommendations for future (similar) studies and extend outlook. For instance, which are
the most crucial processes in firn model that should be better represented in future models (I
have in mind processes like vertical (or even lateral) water flow, reduced permeability of ice
layers/slabs, ponding water conditions in firn aquifers, etc.)?

These are critically important ideas and questions for the firn modeling and observation communities.
Capturing these complex meltwater processes in observations is difficult, and the physics are also not
well-constrained. This makes it difficult to determine which process is most crucial to model accuracy. It
also makes it difficult to accurately represent these processes in models if the real-world examples are
limited. As such, we have added the following to the conclusion section in order to share what may be
needed in order to more accurately capture certain processes in firn models:

Moreover, firn models in general are limited by knowledge gaps in firn hydrological processes
such as vertical meltwater percolation, lateral flow, and conditions for firn aquifer and ice slab
formation. Additional research focusing on obtaining detailed observations of these processes
would provide opportunities for important developments in firn modeling.

Point-comments
Content-related (text)
Line 10: For which time are these statements valid? 1980, 2020 or averaged over the 40 years?
Thank you for noting this. We have added 1980–1995 average to clarify.

L84: I would call this section “Methods and data” (because you also present the SUMup
observations)
Done.

L88: Do you consider both snow- and rainfall data from MERRA-2? Or do you derive precipitation
fractions (solid/liquid) with an air temperature threshold?
From MERRA-2, we obtain the precipitation as three variables from the integrated diagnostics of water
and energy dataset (GMAO, 2015). These are the convective rainfall, large-scale rainfall, and
snowfall.

L95: I would explicitly state that MERRA-2 was also considered in Zhang et al. (2021) – this is not
obvious from the current statement. Maybe you could also briefly summarise how the model performs
with respect to Automatic Weather Stations (AWSs) data.
Thank you for this suggestion. Per another reviewer’s suggestion we have removed this sentence and
replaced it with a broader and less biased one: A different reanalysis product or regional climate
model could also be used here, though the choice of forcing dataset will not affect the firn
model intercomparison since we provide the two firn models with identical input.



L99: I have a general question (just out of curiosity – no changes regarding this question are required
for the current manuscript): SNOWPACK and CFM inherit MERRA-2’s spatial grid. However, one could
also apply a different (unstructured) grid, which e.g. has a higher spacing close to the ice sheet’s
margins. With this, one could better capture areas with strong climate gradients and the complex
boundary of the ice sheet (which might also reduce the disagreement in total glaciated area). However,
such a solution might anyway only be relevant if a generally higher grid spacing than 0.5° is used (also
in terms of atmospheric forcing data). What’s your option on this idea for future firn model applications to
the GrIS?
We thank the reviewer for this insightful question that could inspire a future research project. A finer
resolution grid would indeed be a way to capture the fine spatial-scale impacts of climate and
topography on firn structure, especially in these marginal areas. The limitation here would be the
accuracy of the climate model. The marginal areas are notoriously difficult to represent as they are
characterized by steep topography, orographic precipitation, strong temperature gradients, complex
winds, and flowing outlet glaciers. As such, the choice of an adequately accurate downscaled or finer
scale climate model would be difficult. Still, this is an interesting question that perhaps could be
investigated by using a suite of regional climate models and focusing the modeling/analysis on the
margins.

Section 2.2: Could you specify which scheme for vertical water percolation is applied in
SNOWPACK?
Yes; thank you for pointing out that we have forgotten to mention SNOWPACK’s percolation scheme.
We use the bucket scheme for both models, and we have updated the text to include: We apply a
bucket scheme to represent vertical water percolation in SNOWPACK.

L125: It might be useful to refer to Fig. A2 here (time series in the grey-shaded areas show no (strong)
temporal trends, which supports the definition of the RCI period)
Thank you for this suggestion. We have added (Fig. A2) to this line.

L135: Why do you perform the vertical interpolation only for CFM output (and not for SNOWPACK –
which also has a fine grid spacing)?
Here, the different choices in whether or not to vertically interpolate comes down to differences in the
way we chose to reduce computational costs. Both models actually have a layer-merging scheme that
reduces computational costs. In the CFM-GSFC, we reduced file sizes by interpolating onto a regular
grid, and in SNOWPACK, we only save output every 7 days. These were choices made early in the
project, and we may reconsider these if we were to run the models again.

L150: Why do you apply different spin-up conditions for SNOWPACK and CFM? Is it due to
computational constraints (i.e. that SNOWPACK is more expensive to run)?
To the best of our ability, we have made the spin-ups as close to identical as possible. Any differences in
the spin-up regimes are just due to the way the models were coded and designed.  We have removed
“For example, if the firn needs 1000 years to spin up, the RCI would repeat 63 times. Once the spin up
is completed, the main model run (1980–2020) commences.” to reduce any confusion.

L169: Here, you neglect any liquid water in the firn – right? Compare e.g. to Eq. (6) and (7) in Kuipers
Munneke et al. (2015).
Yes, that is correct. We calculate FAC as in Eq. (7) in Kuipers Munneke et al. (2015).

L174: Why do you use 100 m as a lower limit (and not e.g. 150 m – the spin-up depth of SNOWPACK)?
We choose 100 m as a cutoff for two reasons. (1) Most of the simulations reach solid ice by 100 m,
meaning that there is negligible FAC below 100 m for many cases. (2) We chose a depth that every
simulation in both SNOWPACK and the CFM would reach. In SNOWPACK, the spin-up will be complete
when there is either 150 m of firn or when the bottom 3 m is solid ice (see Section 2.2). This means that
a simulation may not reach 150 m, but we calculated the minimum thicknesses from all simulations (both
models) and found that they all reached at least 100 m depth.



L181: I would briefly explain what the NSE range (<0, 1, etc.) means for the model (because most
readers are probably unfamiliar with this metric)
We thank the reviewer for this suggestion. We have added A value of 1 indicates perfect model
performance, whereas a value of 0 indicates that the model's predictive ability is the same as
using the observations' means.

L269: “no change” might be a bit too restrictive. Maybe better “only negligible changes”
Thank you for this suggestion. Per another reviewer’s suggestion and this reviewer’s comment on Line
323, we have chosen to replace Table 2 (and the explanation of its results) with trends during the two
compared periods (see below). Thus, we have removed this line.

Table 2. Modeled spatially-integrated firn air content (FAC) trends and standard errors of the
trends for each of the six basins (Fig. 6) for the 1980–1995 reference climate interval (RCI) and the
2005–2020 period. The last row shows the trends for the full GrIS.

L289: I would shift this first paragraph (maybe to the end of this section?). For me, these first lines
suggest that it is not interesting to look at trends because there is no significant change in FAC
between the two periods. However, looking e.g. at Fig. 8, there seems to be a clear trend during the
latter period which is definitely worthwhile to discuss. Anyway, I have to admit that I’m not an expert on
statistical methods, so there might be a reason why you start with comparing the two periods
statistically…
We appreciate this comment and suggestion from the reviewer. We chose to report these results here
for the sake of thoroughness and to create a baseline for comparing with the later 2005-2020 period,
which as noted by the reviewer, is much more exciting. To make this clearer to the reader, we have
changed the first line of this paragraph to: To examine how the models represent the seasonal
cycle in spatially-integrated FAC during the RCI,...

L323: I think it would be more robust to look at linear trends here. Computing the difference between
two (somehow arbitrary selected years) is prone to noise introduced by interannual variability…
This is an excellent point and we see the limitations of comparing two single years, especially in
relation to the interannual variability. As such, we have shifted the focus from comparing two years to
comparing the trends between the two periods (1980–1995 and 2005–2020). We have remade Table
2 (shown above in an earlier response) and replaced this paragraph with:

The marginal areas of the GrIS experience the greatest amount of FAC depletion between 2005
and 2020 (Fig. 10). Both models simulate the same spatial patterns in loss, but the trends vary by
basin (Table 2). SNOWPACK simulates a negative trend in spatially-integrated FAC in all basins
during this time, with the strongest trend of -16.7±0.2 km3y−1 in the southwest. The negative trend
is weakest in the northeast (-2.5±0.2 km3y−1) and southeast (-4.5±0.4  km3y−1), which are also the



only two basins where the CFM-GSFC simulates positive trends (1.9±0.1 and 2.4±0.2  km3y−1,
respectively). The CFM-GSFC also simulates the strongest negative trend in the southwest where
the spatially-integrated FAC change is -6.9±0.1 km3y−1 (Table 2).

L445: I’m not able to follow this sentence. Do you mean “intensified firn densification”? And why does
that increase the firn’s cold content?
Thank you for noting this point of confusion. We have rewritten this sentence for clarity, and also
removed the language about cold content since it was tangential to the main point. It now reads: Pore
space depletion can also be caused by firn densification, which in turn modifies the meltwater
refreezing and retention capacities of the firn in a complex manner (Vandecrux et al., 2020).

Typos, phrasing and stylistic comments
Line 6: …Community Firn Model (CFM), to quantify…
Done.

L15: This sentence reads odd somehow. It might be better to add the negative rates to the previous
sentence and then state: “The reduction in spatially-integrated FAC in SNOWPACK and CFM
demonstrate how model differences propagate throughout the FAC record.”
Thank you for this suggestion. We have changed these lines to: During this period, the
spatially-integrated FAC across the entire GrIS decreases by 3.2 % (-66.6 km3 y-1) in SNOWPACK
and 1.5 % (-17.4 km3 y-1) in the CFM-GSFC. These differing magnitudes demonstrate how model
differences propagate throughout the FAC record.

L117: “scheme use to” “scheme used to”
Done.

L195: “formed”
Done.

L197: “in the surface” “close to the surface”?
Changed to near the surface. Thank you.

L364: I would change this to something like: “The five locations shown in Figure 4 lie all within the
same MERRA-2 grid cell and thus share the same atmospheric forcing data for the models.”
Done. Thank you for this sentence restructuring; it reads much better now.

L366: change “MERRA-2 grid point” to “MERRA-2 grid cell” (also later in the text)
Done. We have made 7 replacements.

L374: “in simulating observations” “in reproducing observations”
Done.

L375: I would rephrase this sentence.
This has been changed to: Compared to the dry and flat ice-sheet interior, areas with firn aquifers or
steep topography are likely to have higher model uncertainty.

L443: I would rephrase this sentence.
This has been changed to: The largest percent change is in the southwest, which has the warmest
temperatures and highest melt compared to other basins during this period (Table A2).

L461: I would rephrase this to something like: “For both models, the summer air temperature seems to
be a good proxy for the abrupt drop in FAC, which happens at temperatures between approximately -4
to 0° Celsius.”
We have changed this sentence to: Modeled FAC abruptly decreases at a summer air
temperature threshold of 4°C, and the models remain in agreement in warmer conditions.



Figures and Tables
Figure 1: Adding degree symbols and N/E to the latitude/longitude coordinates would help the reader.
Thank you for this suggestion. We have added degree symbols to the coordinates, but there is not much
room in the legend for N/E, so we have kept with the positive/negative convention. Updated Figure 1 is
below:

Figure 2: I would state relative biases in percentages like specified in Eq. (4)
Thank you for this suggestion. We have change the fractional biases to percentages to better reflect Eq.
(4). The color scale has also been changed per another reviewer’s comment. Please see the updated
Figure 2 below.

Figure 4: I would change “MERRA-2 domain” to “MERRA-2 grid cell” and in the caption: “MERRA-2 grid



point” “MERRA-2 grid cell”
Done. The updated Figure 4 is shown below.

Figure 6: caption what caused the missing data?
We have added the following explanation in Section 3.2: A few areas of missing data exist and are due
to one or both of the firn models encountering an issue in the simulation (Fig. 6). On very few
occasions, the simulations were unsuccessful because of numerical instabilities and are treated
as missing data. For example, if a grid cell is located in the ablation zone and does not receive
enough accumulation to build up a firn layer, we treat that grid point as missing data.

Table 3: How did you distinguish between detectable and undetectable signals?
We have added the following text to Section 3.2 to clarify why this is: (i.e., some basins contain too
much intra-annual variability for the sine fitting function to detect a seasonal cycle)

Fig. A1: caption: this means you only consider SUMup observations for this analysis in which the
upmost density measurement covers the topmost 0.1 m or less – right? Furthermore, I would change the
following sentence slightly: “The CFM uses a prescribed surface density of 350 kg m-3 (green vertical
line), which falls near many of the observed surface densities.”
To the first point, yes, for this figure we only consider SUMup cores that have a measurement within 0.1
m of the surface. This is not the case for the entire paper’s analysis though, so we have added to the
caption, in this figure to clarify. To the second point, thank you. We have restructured that sentence.
The full, updated caption now reads:

Figure A1. (a) Observed surface density (ρ0) from SUMup versus SNOWPACK. Since some
observations begin farther below the surface, in this figure, observed ρ0 is defined as the
uppermost density measurement that is within 0.1 m from the surface. The SNOWPACK ρ0 is
calculated over the same vertical segment as the SUMup observation. The CFM-GSFC uses a
prescribed surface density of 350 kg m-3 (green vertical line), which falls near many of the
observed surface densities. (b) Histogram of observed surface density with the mean
represented by the black line. Also plotted is the CFM-GSFC surface density of 350 kg m-3.



Fig. A3: caption: I’m not able to follow the anomaly calculation. Wouldn’t subtracting each year’s
mean from the record lead to discontinuities in the time series? And wouldn’t it be easier to simply
detrend the time series? Because this part is methodological a bit more complex (see also my
comment to Table 3), it might even be worth to move this part to a separate section in 2. Methods and
data.
We thank the reviewer for pointing out the confusion in this caption and we have updated the text in
Section 3.2 where we first mention the seasonal signal. The reason we choose to subtract each year’s
annual mean is to account for the differences in magnitude from year to year. Thus, we end up with
the seasonal signal (i.e., anomalies that are independent of the annual mean). The means from one
year to the next are not so drastically different that they lead to massive discontinuities.

In Section 3.2, we have rewritten the beginning of the seasonal signal paragraph as follows: To
examine how the models represent the seasonal cycle in spatially-integrated FAC during the
RCI, we subtract the annual means from each year to isolate the seasonal signal. We then fit a
sine wave to the data (Fig. A3) and quantify a seasonal signal from the amplitude following
methods from Ligtenberg et al. (2012).

New references
Kuipers Munneke, P., Ligtenberg, S. R. M., Noël, B. P. Y., Howat, I. M., Box, J. E., Mosley-Thompson, E.,
McConnell, J. R., Steffen, K., Harper, J. T., Das, S. B., and van den Broeke, M. R (2015).: Elevation
change of the Greenland Ice Sheet due to surface mass balance and firn processes, 1960– 2014, The
Cryosphere, 9, 2009–2025, https://doi.org/10.5194/tc-9-2009-2015

References used in response

Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO): MERRA-2 tavg1_2d_int_Nx:
2d,1-Hourly,Time-Averaged,Single-Level,Assimilation,Vertically Integrated Diagnostics V5.12.4,
Greenbelt, MD, USA, Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center (GES
DISC), https://doi.org/10.5067/Q5GVUVUIVGO7, type: dataset, 2015

https://doi.org/10.5194/tc-9-2009-2015


Review of Thompson-Munson et al.: Observed and modeled Greenland firn properties (1980–2020)
by Vincent Verjans.

This study applies two state-of-the-art firn models at the scale of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS). The
Community Firn Model (CFM) is used with the semi-empirical firn densification formulation NASA
GSFC- FDMv1 of Medley et al. (2022). SNOWPACK is a more physically-detailed snow compaction
model. The goal of this study is to compare results from these two different approaches to firn modeling
over the GrIS. The authors also perform a comparison of model output against in-situ firn core
observations.

I believe that this study demonstrates a comprehensive modeling effort, and the results are a valuable
large-scale comparison of firn model behavior. The modeling experiments are rigorous, well-explained,
and are undoubtedly a great contribution to the firn modeling community. The use of a same
atmospheric forcing allows to identify differences only related to firn model and to parameterization
choices. The figures are of good quality. And the authors perform a thorough evaluation by using an
extensive dataset of 766 firn cores. However, I believe that there is a problem in the methodology of the
evaluation, as I explain in this review. I appreciate the modeling effort and the results of this study, but I
have some reservations concerning the interpretation and the lack of in- depth investigation of the
structural differences between the two models. In other words, the results are excellent, but what can we
conclude from this study? What is the main message for the firn modeling community? I believe that
with a little more analysis, this study can be much more than simply providing model output from two
models at the GrIS scale. This work is in the scope of The Cryosphere, and I welcome its publication
pending some revisions.
I have separated my review in Major comments that require a re-evaluation of some steps of the study,
Minor comments that require more clarity in the manuscript and/or small changes, and Specific
comments, which focus on specific aspects, and are mostly of technical nature. Despite my numerous
comments, I strongly encourage the authors to re-submit the manuscript after the revisions have been
made.

We thank the reviewer for their careful reading of the manuscript, insightful questions and comments, and
expert advice regarding both the scientific methodology and the writing itself. The manuscript has been
much improved as a direct result of this reviewer’s comments. We have responded to the major, minor,
and line-by-line comments below. The reviewer’s comments are in black text, the authors’ responses are
in blue text, original manuscript text that has been removed or modified is “blue and in quotes and italics”,
and new manuscript text is blue and in italics and bold.

Major comments
1)  Problems of the evaluation
The use of 766 firn cores in the evaluation process is noteworthy. However, as pointed out by the authors
(l.207- 208):
“Since most observations are from shallow cores (median depth = 2.0 m; Fig. 2a) the observed FAC
values are relatively low (median FAC = 1.3 m; Fig. 2b) and do not represent the FAC of the full firn
column.”
This skewed distribution of the observations make the evaluation very biased and difficult to interpret. In
any modeled firn profile, FAC in the upper two meters is essentially dictated by the surface density (ρ0).
In the CFM, ρ0 is fixed to 350 kg m-3. This is purely a choice of the authors, as any other constant value
or parameterization of ρ0 would be equally valid (e.g., Kuipers Munneke et al., 2015; Fausto et al., 2018;
Medley et al., 2022). Thus, the statistics of the evaluation (NSE, relative bias) essentially reflect how well
the choice of ρ0 fixed to 350 kg m-3 fits the SUMup surface densities, rather than showing the
performance of the CFM GSFC-FDMv1 densification scheme. Similarly for SNOWPACK, the evaluation
reflects the performance of the surface density scheme compared to the SUMup surface densities, and
not its performance in densification physics.
Another issue with using FAC as an evaluation metric is that the best predictor of FAC is the core depth.
However, this does not bear any information about model performance. For example, a pair of modeled
and observed FAC values over 2m depth will (almost) always be close to each other, and a pair of



modeled and observed FAC values over 20m depth will also (almost) always be relatively close to each
other. The good correlation between modeled and observed FAC values is due to cores being compared
over a same depth. This problem arises because the authors have decided to use all the SUMup cores
in the evaluation, and not to restrict their analysis to cores with a minimum depth threshold.
In order to alleviate these two problems, I encourage the authors to make an evaluation by binning cores
based on their depth. A separate evaluation for each depth bin should be performed. For example, all
the cores can be separated in groups of depth<2m, 2m<depth<5m, 5m<depth<15m, depth>15m or
something similar. The binning should be made appropriately in order to have sufficient cores in each
bin, but also meaningful evaluation statistics at the same time.

Thank you for this comment and excellent suggestion to improve the evaluation method. We agree that
the skewed distribution of the observations’ depths makes the analysis less meaningful, and to address
this, we have followed this suggestion and performed the analysis for different bins of core depths. We
divided the 767 observations into four bins with core depths of (a) 0 to 1 m, (b) 1 to 2 m, (c) 2 to 10 m,
and (d) >10 m. These depth thresholds were chosen to ensure that each bin had >100 observations
(Figure R1).

Figure R1. SUMup observations partitioned into the four bins defined by the core depth.

We then performed the FAC model evaluation for each bin, which included performing a linear
regression, calculating relevant statistics (e.g., NSE), and plotting FAC. We revised Figure 3 (see below)
to include eight additional panels: observed vs. modeled FAC for each bin, for both SNOWPACK and the
CFM-GSFC. We also updated the caption text to reflect these changes (see below). Finally, we made
changes to the manuscript’s text. In Section 3.1, we added:

In these shallow cores where densification has little impact on FAC, the model performance is a
reflection of the models' representations of the surface density. In SNOWPACK, the surface
density is modeled from the atmospheric input, while in the CFM-GSFC the surface density is
fixed at 350 kg m-3. We compare observed and modeled FAC for all 767 points (Fig. 3a, b), but we
also partition the dataset into bins based on core depth (Fig. 3c-j) to evaluate model performance
in terms of both the surface density parameters (shallower cores) and the densification schemes
(deeper cores). We use the following core depth thresholds for binning the data: 0 to 1 m (n =
253), 1 to 2 m (n = 112), 2 to 10 m (n = 242), and >10~m (n = 160).

When the evaluation is performed for the four bins of core depths, we find varying performance
in each bin (Fig. 3c-j). SNOWPACK performs best in the shallowest cores (NSE = 0.84, MAPE = 9
%) where the FAC is tightly coupled to the surface density scheme (Fig. 3c). As densification
becomes more important with depth, the SNOWPACK model performance decreases, as
expressed by both the NSE and MAPE (Fig. 3d–f). For the CFM-GSFC, the FAC in the shallower
bins (Fig. 3g, h) is impacted by the fixed surface density and vertical interpolation that together
prevent the fine resolution necessary for comparisons with observations. At depth, the CFM
generally performs well and has NSE and MAPE values comparable to SNOWPACK (Fig. 3i, j).



Figure 3. Observed versus modeled firn air content (FAC) for all core depths for (a) SNOWPACK
and (b) the CFM-GSFC. Panels c-j show the same comparison but for the four bins of
observations partitioned by core depth for (c-f) SNOWPACK and (g-j) the CFM-GSFC. The core
depth bins are shown in bold above each panel. The number of points (n), the Nash-Sutcliffe
Efficiency (NSE), and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are reported for each model in
the lower right. The gray dashed line is a 1:1 line. Points with biases greater than 5 m are circled
in red and correspond to the density profiles shown in Figure 4.

Furthermore, I would like the authors to highlight more clearly that the CFM results at low FAC values
are mostly determined by the ρ0 choice and not by the GSFC-FDMv1 densification scheme. In the
current version of the manuscript, this is not clear for readers less familiar with firn modeling. Finally, the
authors point out (l197-200): “SNOWPACK simulates more variability between layers compared to the
CFM. This partly results from the fixed surface density of 350 kg m−3 set for the CFM, while the surface
density in SNOWPACK varies based on atmospheric conditions, and partially because the CFM outputs
are interpolated onto a grid.” This is important and needs to be quantified. How much of this
low-variability error is due to the ρ0 assumption? And how much is due to the interpolation? I strongly
recommend to run the CFM at some firn core locations with ρ0 set to the SNOWPACK ρ0 time series,
and without the interpolation scheme. This would bring better insights into the impact of these aspects.

This is a very good point and we appreciate the reviewer for writing out such a careful and helpful
response. Originally, we ran the CFM-GSFC with (1) ρ0=350 kg m-3 as reported in the manuscript, and
(2) ρ0=ρSNOWPACK. Essentially, we used the surface density from SNOWPACK as the initial density for the
CFM-GSFC, as suggested here. We chose to use ρ0=350 kg m-3 in the manuscript because there was
no significant improvement in the CFM-GSFC performance. We have shown the results of using
ρ0=ρSNOWPACK in Figures R2 and R3 below, which are Figures 3 and 1 in the manuscript remade with



SNOWPACK’s surface density as the CFM-GSFC’s initial density. Very little change is apparent between
Figure 3 and R2. In Figure R3, the red lines show the density profiles created with ρ0=ρSNOWPACK. At depth
(Figure R3b), there is very little difference between the two CFM-GSFC simulations. We have not rerun
the CFM-GSFC with a different interpolation scheme, but the new Figure 3 shows that the interpolation
is likely to matter in shallow cores (<2 m). Therefore, for a study interested in very accurately modeling
shallow firn, the interpolation scheme should be carefully considered. However, in this study, we refocus
our model evaluation to the deeper cores where uncertainty in initial snow density and the interpolation
is negligible.

Figure R2. Same as Figure 3 in the manuscript except CFM was run using the new-snow density from
SNOWPACK rather than a fixed 350 kg m-3.



Figure R3. Same as manuscript Figure 1 with the addition of the red line that shows the density profile
from CFM-GSFC using the new-snow density from SNOWPACK rather than a fixed 350 kg m-3. In panel
(b), the two CFM-GSFC runs are almost identical at depth and the red line lies on top of the green.

2)  Interpretation of the results
This study is a model intercomparison. I believe that this warrants more discussion of why the models
diverge, and what conditions make them more prone to diverge/agree.

Thank you for this suggestion to draw more connections between the forcing and the firn models. We
agree that there are opportunities for more thoroughly analyzing model behavior that would elevate the
value of this manuscript. Below we outline the ways we have expanded the analysis further, but we also
note that the complexity of the models, the variety of forcing variables, and the processes that impact FAC
make it difficult to describe model behavior simply and answer some of the questions the reviewer has
asked here. Nonetheless, we have made efforts to expand on the analysis and explanations.

This firstly necessitates a better description of the model physics. The governing equations (densification,
heat conduction, etc.) should be provided in the manuscript or in an Appendix.

We appreciate the reviewer’s comment pertaining to the model physics description. However, the
governing equations for both the CFM-GSFC and SNOWPACK are described in detail in their respective
papers (Stevens et al., 2020; Medley et al., 2022; Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Lehning et al., 2002a, b) so
we have chosen not to report them here. The models are complex, and especially in the case of
SNOWPACK, no single equation or even small subset of equations can be used to fully explain the
sensitivities of the models to atmospheric forcing as described in the below comment. In the manuscript,
we have provided the relevant model parameterizations (or references to papers with those
parameterizations). We would like to note that we do see the value in describing the model physics and
including the equations, but since this information already exists elsewhere, we have chosen to simply
reference the previous studies instead.



Based on these equations and on their results, the authors should provide some explanation on the
different sensitivities of CFM-GSFC-FDM and SNOWPACK to temperature, accumulation, melt, wind
forcing, etc. For example, I found Figure 9 very interesting. But the analysis does not tell why GSFC-FDM
and SNOWPACK agree well in the Northeast and Southeast, but show strong discrepancies in the
Central West and Norhwest. As another example, from Figure 5, why does SNOWPACK simulate much
larger FAC at low summer temperatures than CFM-GSFC-FDM?

We decided to report and discuss FAC as function of summer temperature and LTSR (Figure 5) because
these two variables seemed to have the clearest impact on FAC. However, we have followed the
reviewer’s advice and added Figure A4 (below), which expands Figure 5 to the six forcing variables plus
melt. The relationship between these variables and FAC is complex and more difficult to explain. This
highlights the complexity of the models and demonstrates that no single atmospheric variable can predict
FAC and therefore cannot fully explain the spatial patterns.

Figure A4. Modeled firn air content (FAC) in SNOWPACK (blue) and the CFM (green) as a function
of the forcing variables: (a) temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) relative humidity, (d) wind, (e)
incoming shortwave radiation (ISWR), and (f) incoming longwave radiation (ILWR) all calculated
for 1980 through 1995. Also shown is (g) the melt, which is calculated by SNOWPACK's surface
energy balance model and used as a forcing in the CFM.

In Section 4.2, we have referenced Figure A4 with the following additional text before introducing the
LTSR: The models simulate complex FAC responses to to the forcing variables (Fig. A4)...

Throughout the manuscript, I have been somewhat frustrated by the dichotomy between impressive
results but lack of in-depth explanations.

Thank you for pointing out this shortcoming in the manuscript. We acknowledge that there are
opportunities to improve and expand upon the discussions of the results. As such, we have expanded
the explanations of many of our results, and we have added to the discussion sections. Examples of this
are demonstrated in responses to later comments below.

Finally, the authors have related the sensitivity of both models to climatic conditions (LTSR and summer
temperature) in the steady-state climate configuration. It would be interesting to expand such an analysis
to the transient climate configuration. This would involve quantifying the sensitivity of FAC loss/gain to
changes in atmospheric forcing.



Although we agree that this would be a very interesting result, we feel that this analysis would fall outside
of the goals of this particular study. On its own, quantifying the sensitivity of FAC changes to atmospheric
forcing changes could actually be a standalone research project. There would be opportunities to use
machine learning techniques (e.g., logistic regression) to determine which forcing variables have the
strongest effect on FAC loss or gain. Moreover, there may also be lags in the response of FAC to forcing
changes, which would require a careful and systematic approach to performing the regression. Finally,
one would want to study the effect of changes in each forcing variable individually (e.g., temperature
changes but no other variable does) to concretely quantify the sensitivity.

As a final note concerning this Major comment 2, I should emphasize that addressing the sort of
questions that I raise is not an absolute necessity for publication. The study is already a thorough
modeling effort, with a good quantitative evaluation of the results. I simply believe that a thorough analysis
of model behavior would bring this study to the next level.

Thank you for both the suggestions in this comment and this final note. We appreciate the opportunity to
further improve this study and make the results more meaningful, and we feel that the reviewer’s
comments have greatly helped.

Minor comments
1)  References
I find that this study does not sufficiently recognize previous work from the firn science community. I
provide here some examples, but I also encourage the authors to proceed to a more in-depth literature
review, and to cite other previous relevant studies in their manuscript.
We thank the reviewer for both pointing this out and providing an excellent list of references to include.
We have added all but one of the citations and we have explained below the reasoning for not citing one
of the suggested papers.

-   l42-43 “Changes in the amount of air-filled pore space within the firn, known as the firn air content
(FAC), have been investigated in both observations (e.g., Vandecrux et al., 2019) and models (e.g.,
Medley et al., 2022).”: please cite Benson (1962); Braithwaite et al. (1994); Sorensen et al. (2011);
Kuipers Munneke et al. (2015); etc.
Done

- l48-49 “Modeling firn has become important for estimating mass balance (MB) from satellite
altimetry, since this method relies on firn models to interpret the causes of surface height changes
(e.g., Li and Zwally, 2011).”: please cite Arthern and Wingham (1998); Morris and Wingham (2014).
Done

- l52-53 “Additionally, understanding the limits and deficiencies in firn models is essential for
quantifying uncertainties in altimetry-based MB estimates.”: please cite Morris and Wingham (2015);
Verjans et al. (2021).
Done

- l57-59 “These models use empirical relationships between densification, accumulation, and
temperature, and they are often tuned to observations (e.g., Ligtenberg et al., 2011; Medley et al.,
2022; Li and Zwally, 2011).”: please cite Herron and Langway (1980); Arthern et al. (2010); Simonsen
et al. (2013); Verjans et al. (2020)
Done

-   l68-69 “Still, both semi-empirical as well as physics-based firn models have been successfully used in
Greenland (e.g., Vandecrux et al., 2020b; Dunmire et al., 2020; Medley et al., 2022).”: please cite
Sorensen et al. (2011); Kuipers Munneke et al. (2015).
Done



l71-72 “At an ice-sheet scale, few comparisons of semi-empirical and physics-based models exist”:
please recognize the work of Steger et al. (2017) here.
Done

-l356-357 “Neither model captures the high densities resulting from the firn aquifer because the use of
bucket scheme in the models prevents full saturation in the firn.”: when discussing this aspect, please
note that firn aquifer formation has been modeled by Verjans et al., (2019) and that conditions for aquifer
development have been investigated by Kuipers Munneke et al. (2014).
Thank you for pointing this out and including these references. We have added In this study, before this
sentence to reflect that the models’ performances is due to our choices rather than inherent issues in the
models. We have also noted the work the reviewer has mentioned and added the following sentences:
Even though the conditions for firn aquifer development have been previously investigated in
models using the bucket scheme by analyzing the presence of layers where water remains liquid
throughout winter (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2014), thus far only more advanced water percolation
schemes based on Richards equation are able to substantially increase the degree of saturation
in firn, congruent with firn aquifer formation (Verjans et al., 2019).

-   l361-362 “Our results agree with these findings that model differences are highest where liquid water
is present, indicating that poor representation of meltwater percolation processes is still a substantial
limiting factor in firn model performance.”: please cite Verjans et al. (2019).
Done

-   l370-372 “This demonstrates the limitations of a coarsely-gridded forcing, especially in steeply
sloped areas where climate is likely to be highly variable within a single grid cell.”: please mention the
downscaling work of Noёl et al. (2016).
We appreciate the suggestion of including this excellent downscaled product from Noël et al. (2016).
However, we feel that mentioning it in this context is not suitable because RACMO2.3 at 1 km is a
daily product. The SNOWPACK model set-up requires a finer temporal resolution (e.g., hourly), which
means that this particular forcing would not be sufficient.

-   l419-420 “This could be related to the fact that SNOWPACK was developed using data from
seasonal alpine snow which may not be representative of the physical processes driving deep firn
densifcation.”: please cite Maeno and Einuma (1983); Arnaud et al. (2000).
Done

2)  The Reference Climate Interval (RCI)
The use of an RCI is necessary for the spin-up of firn models. However, this implies assumptions which
must be properly understood, explicitly stated, and discussed. Here, the authors state (l126-127): “We
make the assumption that this period is representative of the longer-term Greenland climate.” And
further, they state (l225-227): “The RCI used for model spin-up spans 1980 through 1995, and since we
assume that this period represents a relatively steady-state, long-term Greenland climate (Fig. A2)”. I
believe that the message conveyed to the readers about the RCI is misleading. The RCI is used to
develop the initial model firn column, from which transient experiments over the period of interest
(1980-2020) start. As such, ideally, the initialization should be computed with the true climate forcing of
the decades and centuries preceding 1980. This is true regardless of whether the long-term conditions
were in steady-state (i.e., without trends) or not. In other words, the “perfect” RCI should not represent
steady-state conditions if the true conditions were not in steady-state prior to 1980.
However, we have only incomplete knowledge of the true climate, especially prior to 1980. In light of this
incomplete knowledge, using steady-state conditions over the RCI is a reasonable simplification, but not
a necessary condition for a valid firn model initialization procedure. In the manuscript, it should be
clearer that steady-state conditions over the RCI are used in order to isolate effects of climatic deviations
from the RCI on firn column changes. But such steady-state conditions are not representative of true
conditions, and the true changes in firn thickness are influenced by the unsteady nature of past climate
conditions. I would like the authors to mention these points in the Discussion, as well as other studies
that have shown that the pre-1980 climate of GrIS was not in steady-state (e.g., Hanna et al., 2011).



We thank the reviewer for this comment about the RCI and we acknowledge the shortcomings of this
choice of initialization. Since the design of the study necessitates an RCI, we are required to make
certain assumptions about it. However, we want to emphasize that the focus of our paper is the
intercompare model outputs, which means that the assumptions made apply to both firn models and
differences in the model output are therefore not due to the choice of forcing data, RCI, and spin-up
procedure. We also appreciate the points noted in the reviewer’s comment and agree that there are
more opportunities to expand on the RCI and its assumptions, and be clearer that the steady-state
conditions are not representative of true conditions that have occurred in the past. With this in mind, we
have created a new subsection in the Discussion (Section 4.4 Study limitations), to which we have
added the following:

The use of identical forcing data (MERRA-2) allows for direct comparison between the
SNOWPACK and CFM-GSFC models in this work. We also use the same approaches to the
spin-up, which uses a RCI of 1 January 1980 through 31 December 1995. Although we assume
the steady-state conditions of the RCI represent the Greenland climate preceding 1980, we
acknowledge that they are not representative of true conditions. For example, in the ∼100 years
before the RCI, significant trends in climate over the GrIS have been found (Hanna et al., 2011).
Our steady-state assumption does not allow for such trends to appear in the spin-up, but the lack
of pre-1980 data necessitates such assumptions. Since the focus of this work is to compare firn
model results that are independent of the choice of forcing, the RCI assumptions do not impact
the intercomparison. When comparing the firn models to the observations, the steady-state
assumption may have an impact at depth. Deeper firn in the models is simulated from the
repeated 1980–1995 climate, but real firn in the observations is older and may have formed
during times when trends in the climate are apparent (e.g., in the pre-1980 20th century; Hanna et
al., 2011).

3)  Evaluation of sensitivity to climatic changes
The evaluation of model performances is performed with firn core data. Because firn cores only provide
a snapshot of firn density in time (as pointed out by the authors), they cannot serve to evaluate the
sensitivity of firn models to changes in climatic forcing. For example, good performance of a model when
evaluated against firn cores does not imply that the model would accurately capture FAC changes under
a +1ºC change in mean surface temperature. This is particularly important to keep in mind when firn
models are used to compute FAC change estimates in time, as done in this study. Evaluation with firn
core data is legitimate given the scarcity of transient in-situ firn data, however I think that this limitation of
the evaluation process deserves a paragraph in the Discussion section.

We appreciate this comment and acknowledge the limitations of only using firn core data, which are very
limited in both space and time. We have added the following to the Discussion’s new subsection
(Section 4.4 Study limitations):

The firn observations themselves are valuable snapshots of firn properties for a specific time
and place, but their lack of temporal and spatial continuity limits the extent of this study’s
evaluation. Density and firn air content from the SUMup observational dataset do not provide
sufficient information about how firn evolves through time. Moreover, the timing of when the
observations were collected is not uniformly distributed throughout the year, which means there
is less information on, for example, winter firn properties versus summer firn properties.
However, a key feature of the SNOWPACK and the CFM-GSFC firn models is their ability to
simulate the evolution of firn properties on fine temporal scales, even though validation of these
model results is very restricted. Similarly, validating the model sensitivities to changes in climate
forcing is hampered by the lack of temporal continuity in the available field data.

4)  Clarification about the “CFM”
The authors repeatedly use the name “CFM” for one of the two firn models used. However, as far as I
am aware of, the CFM allows to choose among various different firn densification formulations. Thus, I
would find it more appropriate to call the model CFM- GSFC-FDM (or something similar). This is
important because much of the FAC patterns are due to the use of the GSFC-FDM densification



scheme, and not to the CFM itself, which is simply a numerical tool. Furthermore, the authors state that
(l144-145) “The densification rate is determined with the NASA GSFC-FDMv1 firn densification equation
(Medley et al., 2022)”. If this is the case, I suggest that they specify GSFC-FDMv1.2.1 to avoid any
possible confusion with other versions of GSFC-FDMv1. Also, the CFM allows for a range of thermal
conductivity parameterizations, the choice of which likely influences the results. I ask the authors to
specify the thermal conductivity parameterization used. Finally, it should be clearer in the manuscript
that the CFM itself is a numerical tool, and that the CFM output thus largely depends on the
parameterization of the CFM (densification scheme, ρ0, thermal conductivity), and not on the CFM itself.
This is important for readers less familiar with the CFM.

Thank you for this comment and for pointing out the need to be more specific with the naming
convention. We have chosen to use “CFM-GSFC” to highlight the fact that the CFM is a model
framework that allows the user to choose parameterizations. We have replaced all instances of CFM
with CFM-GSFC in both the text, tables, and figures. To clarify how the CFM-GSFC is designed for
users, we have modified its description in Section 2.3 to now read:

The Community Firn Model (CFM, Stevens et al., 2020) is an open-source model framework that
simulates physical processes in firn. Its modularity allows users to choose which processes to
simulate and which parameterizations to use (e.g., thermal conductivity, densification rate) in a
given model run. As the CFM provides a high degree of flexibility, it is important to specific how
the CFM has been configured for a particular run. The pertinent parameterizations used for the
model runs in this paper can be found in Medley et al. (2022). As previously noted, in this paper
we refer to our particular CFM configuration as “CFM-GSFC” to highlight that we are using the
CFM with the semi-empirical GSFC-FDMv1.2.1 firn densification equation.

We have also adjusted some of the language surrounding “CFM.” In the abstract, we changed the
semi-empirical Community Firn Model (CFM) to the Community Firn Model (CFM) configured with a
semi-empirical densification equation. We have also removed any instances of “semi-empirical”
when referring to just the CFM rather than the densification equation itself.

Specific comments

Title This study does not bring any new observations about Greenland firn properties. For this reason, I
find the use of the word “Observed” in the title inadequate.
This is a very good point and we thank the reviewer for this comment. We have change the title of the
study to An evaluation of a physics-based and a semi-empirical firn model across the Greenland
Ice Sheet (1980-2020) to better reflect the focus of the paper.

l8
Specify: “isolate firn model differences”.
Done

l9
“Both models perform well”: this needs to be quantified.
We have added (mean absolute percentage errors of 14 % in SNOWPACK and 16 % in the
CFM-GSFC) after this phrase.

l10
“is hindered by meltwater percolation”: this not really evaluated in this study. The authors only analyze in
details the performance at firn aquifer sites, but do not compare performance in dry areas versus
percolation areas more generally.
We thank the reviewer for this comment. We have removed this statement to simple read …though their
performance is hindered by the spatial resolution of the atmospheric forcing.

l10
Change “the full ice-sheet” to “ice-sheet-wide”.



Done.

l11
Please move “(i.e., air volume in the firn)” to the line where FAC is used for the first time.
We have decided to leave this as is since spatially-integrated FAC is a volume whereas FAC itself is
reported in meters. To avoid unit confusion, we have not referred to FAC as a volume.

l13
Change “the models’ treatment of atmospheric input” to “the sensitivity of the models to atmospheric
forcing”.
Done.

l15-16
Specify “spatially-integrated FAC decrease of”.
Per another reviewer’s suggestion, these lines have been written as follows: During this period, the
spatially-integrated FAC across the entire GrIS decreases by 3.2 % (-66.6 km3 y-1) in SNOWPACK
and 1.5 % (-17.4 km3 y-1) in the CFM-GSFC. These differing magnitudes demonstrate how model
differences propagate throughout the FAC record.

l22
Change “in a thick” to “by a thick”.
Done.

l23
Change “density of firn varies across the ice sheet” to “density of firn varies in depth and across the ice
sheet”.
We have changed this to density of firn varies with depth and across the ice sheet.

l24
Remove “in time and”.
Done

l25
Specify: “can buffer the contribution of increased melt rates to sea-level rise”.
Done

l26-27
I find this sentence confusing, as it is not specifically about firn. Please consider rephrasing.
Thank you for pointing this out. We have added the following sentence before this one in order to better
introduce the purpose of providing these details, which is to highlight the complexity of meltwater flow and
storage in the firn: The mechanisms for meltwater entering into and remaining stored in the firn are
complex and varied.

l31
To my knowledge, we are not sure whether ice slabs make deeper pore space completely inaccessible. I
recommend using “potentially inaccessible”.
This is an excellent point and we have made the suggested change.

l39
Change “firn has lost its capacity to store meltwater” to “the meltwater storage capacity of firn has abruptly
decreased”.
Done

l46
Change “the memory effect of changes to the firn from previous years” to “firn changes evolving on
multi-year timescales”.



We have changed this phrase to firn evolving on multi-year timescales.

l52
Change “measured in satellite altimetry” to “measured from satellite altimetry”.
Done

l59
“Semi-empirical models are beneficial because they do not rely on the physics of firn densification”: this
statement is too crude and needs more nuance (see Arthern et al., 2010 for example).
Thank you for noting this. We have modified the language to be more specific: Semi-empirical models
are beneficial because they can simulate more accurate depth-density profiles by calibration,
which removes the uncertainties introduced by poorly understood densification processes in firn.

l63-64
What is “the constitutive relationship”? As far as I know, even formulations linking stresses to firn strain
rates rely on some form of parameterization, and there is no single universal constitutive relationship.
Thank you for pointing out the ambiguity in our use of “constitutive relationship.” Here, we are are not
necessarily pointing to a single, universal equation, but rather to the idea of a constitutive relation that
describes the material property of snow and firn that links stress and strain rate (Cuffey and Patterson,
2010, p. 29). In physics-based models like SNOWPACK, the material properties of the snow layer are
used to determine the strain rate under the applied stress (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002). To convey the fact
that we are not referring to a single equation, we have changed the sentence to: The alternatives to
semi-empirical models are physics-based models that use the material properties of snow and firn
to simulate densification based constitutive relations between stress and strain…

l65
Change “observations from tuning” to “observations for tuning”.
Done.

l67-68
“since snow physics have been more-thoroughly studied”: this requires one more line of explanation, and
also remove the hyphen.
We have changed this to: The wealth of snow physics studies allowed for the development of more
complex, physics-based, seasonal snow models like SNOWPACK.

l68
“have been successfully used”: what do the authors mean by “successfully”?
We have removed the word “successfully” to avoid any ambiguity or bias in this sentence.

l70-71
“have seen significant development for polar regions in recent years”: can the authors please list some of
these developments?
We have modified the beginning of this paragraph to elaborate on these developments: The Community
Firn Model (CFM) and SNOWPACK firn model have seen significant development in polar regions
in recent years. In SNOWPACK, there have been modifications to the settling and microstructure
schemes (Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2013; Steger et al., 2017), inclusion of drifting snow impacts on
near surface density (Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2013; Keenan et al., 2021; Wever et al., 2022), and
optimizations for computational efficiency by improving the layer merging scheme (Steger et al.,
2017). The CFM has recently been used over both ice sheets using the GSFC-FDMv1.2.1
densification equation (Medley et al., 2022), which we will subsequently refer to as CFM-GSFC.

l78
Remove “completely”.
Done.

l94-95



“Regional climate models are not always widely available or regularly updated, and no single reanalysis
clearly outperforms others over the GrIS (Zhang et al., 2021).”: either provide more details, or simply say
that the method could equally well be applied with a regional climate model or with another reanalysis
product.
l95-97
I think that these two sentences should be rephrased as they do not read very well.
We have combined our responses to the two above comments: We have rewritten these sentences to
now say: A different reanalysis product or regional climate model could also be used here, though
the exact choice of forcing dataset is less relevant for the firn model intercomparison since we
aim to compare the output from the two firn models forced with identical input.

l99
Replace “full ice-sheet” by “ice-sheet-wide”.
Done

l99
Typo: “gird”.
Thank you for seeing this. It has been changed to grid.

l105
What do the authors mean by “successfully”?
We have removed the word “successfully” since it is unnecessary here.

l109-110
“the constitutive relationship”: see comment above.
We have change “the” to a to clarify that we are not referencing a specific equation.

l113-114
“SNOWPACK uses the MeteoIO library (Bavay and Egger, 2014) for preparing the meteorological forcing
data for the simulations.”: please explain.
We have added the following sentences to clarify how MeteoIO works: The library reads the
meteorological forcing from the MERRA-2 grids and provides data to SNOWPACK fro each grid
cell, at each of the SNOWPACK time steps. SNOWPACK is run at smaller times steps than
MERRA-2 data is available, and nearest neighbor interpolation (for wind speed) and linear
interpolations (for all other variables) are used to provide meteorological forcing at higher
frequency than provided by MERRA-2.

l115-116
I don’t think that storing output every 7 days conserves “computational expenses”, but only reduces
storage size. Please correct this statement, or provide explanations if I am wrong.
Storing the output at a lower resolution does in fact conserve computational expences and reduce model
output sizes. Computational efficiency is impacted when high-frequency output is requested since write
speeds to network drives are limited, and congestion occurs when multiple processes write to the drives.
Moreover, the additional code and conversions required to write the text files adds to the expense.
Therefore, we have chosen to leave this statement as is in the manuscript.

l117
“impacted by the layer-merging scheme”: please explain.
We have added the following sentences to further explain the layer merging: As described in more
detail in Steger et al. (2017), depending on depth below the surface and similarity of snow
properties in adjacent layers, the layers may be merged to reduce computational costs. If those
merged layers come closer to the surface, they can be split again to maintain sufficient spatial
resolution to capture the steep gradients near the surface.

l117
Typo: “use” should be “used”.



Changed. Thank you for finding this.

l119-120
“We set the surface roughness to 0.002 m for solving the energy balance with the Michlmayr et al. (2008)
stability correction when a stable boundary layer is diagnosed.”: please explain more.
We have expanded on this to better explain the stability correction and why it is needed. The text now
reads: We set the surface roughness to 0.002 m for calculating turbulent energy fluxes when
solving the energy balance. Here, we account for atmospheric stability using the Michlmayr et al.
(2008) stability correction when a stable boundary layer is diagnosed. For unstable boundaries,
which happen rather infrequently (Schlogl et al.), Eq. 8 in Stearns and Weidner 1993 is used.

l121
Specify: “varies across the GrIS”.
Done

l134-135
“The CFM uses a layer-merging scheme at 5- and 10-m depth to reduce computational demands.”:
please explain more.
We have added the following text to explain this further: The CFM-GSFC is coded so that each model
time step adds a new layer. As such, daily time stepping generates many thin layers. To reduce
computational demands, we use the CFM-GSFC’s layer merging scheme. For this study’s
simulations, we merge 30 of the high-resolution (daily) layers at 5-m depth into mid-resolution
(approximately monthly) layers.  At 10-m depth, 12 layers are merged into coarser (approximately
annual) layers.

l149
“was chosen to be near the depth at which the firn reaches the ice density”: please be more specific.
We have removed this sentence to avoid any confusion.

l151
Remove “For example, if the firn needs 1000 years to spin up, the RCI would repeat 63 times.”.
Done.

l166
Remove “(also known as “depth-integrated porosity (DIP)”)”.
Done.

l168
Specify “where z = 0 m represents the surface, and is increasing downwards”.
Done.

Section 3.1
Please re-order this section. The authors start with specific results at two individual cores and then
provide the general results at the GrIS-scale. I recommend starting from the general results, and then
focusing on specific results.
Thank you for your suggestion. We have decided to keep the original order of this section to first
introduce the reader to the example density profiles, which are the basis for calculating the FAC that is
later mentioned.

l193
“collected in southwest Greenland”: please specify the core date also in the main text.
Done. We have added on 12 May 2013

l197
Change “in the surface” to “near the surface”.
Done.



l200-201
“For polar regions in particular, temporal variations in wind and the presence of drifting snow translate into
vertical density variations with increasing accumulation.”: I do not understand “with increasing
accumulation.”. Also, this statement requires some references.
Thank you for pointing this out. We have removed this sentence since it does not add value to this section
and is not clear.

l211
Specify: “are overestimating FAC on average”.
Done.

Section 3.2
In general, when comparing SNOWPACK and CFM results, I strongly recommend using the Root Mean
Squared Deviation metric. This would provide more quantitative information in the analysis.
Thank you for this suggestions; we appreciate the added value of the RMSD statistic. We have added
these values to Table 1, updated its caption, and reported the RMSD in the text. The updated table and its
caption are below. We also report the changes and additions made to the manuscript.

Table 1. Mean modeled firn air content (FAC) for the 1980–1995 reference climate interval (RCI)
and for the 2005–2020 period, averaged across each of the six basins shown in Fig. 6. FAC is
reported as mean±standard deviation, and the average percent difference and root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) between SNOWPACK and the CFM-GSFC are also shown. The last row shows
the statistics for the full GrIS.

We have added the following to Section 3.2: The root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD), which
represents the average difference in FAC between the two models, is 4.0 m.

In Section 3.2, we changed “The best model agreement is in the northeast and north basins where the
difference is 13 % and 15 %, respectively (Table 1)” to The best model agreement is in the northeast
where the modeled FAC differs by 13 % and the RMSD is 2.7 m, and in the north where the
difference is 15 % and the RMSD is 3.0 m (Table 1).

l232-233
Remove this sentence as this is repetitive information.
Done.

Equation (6)
Does “snow” account for sublimation and blowing snow? And are these fluxes identical for SNOWPACK
and CFM?



These fluxes are identical for SNOWPACK and the CFM-GSFC. Here, snow is the is solid precipitation.

Figure 1b
Notice that SNOWPACK does not underestimate density at high depth here. This is interesting to me, and
warrants more analysis about the model physics (see Major comment 2).
The depth-density relationship is most definitely interesting here, especially since we have so few SUMup
cores reaching depths >100 m. At depth, the driver of model differences is the different densification
equations–whether they be empirical or physical. Please see the earlier response to Major Comment 2.

l242
Here and everywhere in the manuscript, change “an FAC” to “a FAC”.
Done.

l244
Remove “the” in “the FAC values”.
Done.

l246
Does “response” refer to FAC or to something else? Please avoid any confusion.
Thank you for pointing out the ambiguity. We have changed “response” to FAC to be more clear and
specific.

l248
“generally similar spatial patterns in FAC across the ice sheet”: please quantify.
We have removed this first sentence of the paragraph since it is too qualitative. We have instead replaced
it with: During the RCI, SNOWPACK and the CFM-GSFC produce similar spatial patterns in FAC,
with higher FAC (>10 m) in the ice-sheet interior and lower FAC (<10 m) in the margins (Fig. 6).
However, on average, FAC is greater in SNOWPACK than in the CFM-GSFC.

Figure 2
Please use log color scale in Fig 2c and Fig 2d. With the current color scale, almost all the data points
simply appear white.
Our original intention with this color scale was to show how well the models are performing in most cases,
and to then highlight where the bias is very high. However, we acknowledge that this does not provide as
much information pertaining to the spatial distribution of positive versus negative bias. As such, we have
adjusted the color scale and thank the reviewer for this suggestion. Updated Figure 2c and d are below:



Figure 3
Because the equations of the linear regressions are not discussed in the main text, I recommend
removing the black solid lines and the regression equations from Figure 3.
We have removed the regression lines and equations from Figure 3, and we have updated the caption to
reflect those removals. Please see earlier comment for the updated figure and caption.

l253
Specify: “is on average greater than”.
Done.

l253-254
“difference between the models increases with depth”: please quantify.
The two sentences directly following this one provide quantification of the changes in percent difference
with depth, and they report that it increases form 7 to 29 %.

l257
Refer to an appropriate Figure when introducing the basins.
Done.

l262
“fall in the middle”: please rephrase.
We have rephrased fall in the middle with to simply have.

l271
Change “between the two years” to “over the RCI”.
Done.

l271-272
Change “which verifies the steady-state assumption of the RCI and the design of the spin-up (Table 2).” to
“which is a consequence of our choice of RCI and of the design of the spin-up (Table 2).”
Done. Thank you for this suggestion.

l274-277
Much of this information is repetitive information with respect to the paragraph above. Furthermore,
please be more careful about the impacts of the RCI assumptions when discussing these results (see
Minor comment 2).
Thank you for this comment. We have shortened and modified the discussion of the RCI and its impact on
trends. We have removed “By design of the spin-up, there are no substantial changes in the
spatially-integrated FAC between the start and end of the RCI, which means the change to the sea-level
rise buffering capacity of the Greenland firn layer is also negligible.” We have also changed “our
assignment of that time period as the RCI” to the design of the spin-up.

l276
Change “Greenland’s sea level rise buffering capacity” to “the sea-level rise buffering capacity of the
Greenland firn layer”.
Done.

l280
“somewhat”: please quantify.
We have removed “somewhat” and instead name all the basins where this trend is evident. It now reads:
…is evident in the basin-averaged FAC in the northeast, southeast, and southwest…

l282
Throughout their manuscript, the authors use the term “seasonal breathing” to designate the seasonal
fluctuations in FAC. I know that this term has been used in some previous studies. However, I personally
dislike this term. In my view, it is scientifically incorrect: firn does not breathe. I would appreciate if the



authors replace this term by another one. For example: the FAC seasonal amplitude. I thank the authors
for their understanding.
Thank you for pointing this out. We had originally chosen to use the term since it appeared in other
literature, but we acknowledge that it is misleading and not completely accurate. We have replaced
seasonal breathing signal with seasonal signal to fix this.

l285-286
“the seasonality was undetectable by the chosen methods”: please explain in Figure A3 why the
seasonality was undetectable in some cases.
Thank you for suggesting this. The seasonality was not undetectable in Figure A3 (which shows the full
ice sheet), but rather in some of the individual basins. We have added the following text to this sentence
to clarify why this is: (i.e., some basins contain too much intra-annual variability for the sine fitting
function to detect a seasonal cycle)

Caption of Figure 5
Add comma: “air temperature, all calculated”.
Done.

Figure 6
Why are is there missing data from one or both models in some areas? Please explain in the main text.
We have added the following explanation in Section 3.2: A few areas of missing data exist and are due
to one or both of the firn models encountering an issue in the simulation (Fig. 6). On very few
occasions, the simulations were unsuccessful because of numerical instabilities and are treated
as missing data. For example, if a grid cell is located in the ablation zone and does not receive
enough accumulation to build up a firn layer, we treat that grid point as missing data.

Caption of Figure 6
Please rephrase the first sentence of the caption to make it more intelligible grammatically.
Thank you for pointing this out. We have updated the caption as follows:
Mean firn air content (FAC) calculated over the upper 100 m of the firn column from (a)
SNOWPACK and (b) the CFM for the reference climate interval (RCI, 1980–1995). Panel (c) shows
the difference between the modeled FAC values (SNOWPACK minus CFM). The values in the
bottom right of each panel are the mean FAC and spatially-integrated FAC. Panel (c) also includes
the percent difference. Areas where one or both of the models have missing data are shown in
white. Black outlines show the six basins defined by Rignot and Mouginot (2012).

Caption of Figure 7
Specify: “The bottom row also includes the percent difference averaged over the GrIS.”
Done.

Caption of Table 1
Specify: “and the average percent difference between”.
Done.

Table 1
Provide root mean squared deviation between CFM-GSFC-FDM and SNOWPACK in each basin. And
please discuss these values in the main text.
Thank you for this suggestion; we have updated Table 1 and the manuscript text. See earlier comment on
RMSD for the new Table 1 and text updates.

Caption of Table 2
Specify: “The average percent change between”.
We have modified Table 2 (see below comment) so this no longer applies.

Table 2



Firstly, I am surprised by the magnitude of changes between 1980 and 1995 (up to 0.5% in magnitude).
How is this possible given that the 1980-1995 simulation is simply a repetition of the climatic RCI loop
imposed during the spin-up. As far as I understand the spin-up process, repeating the RCI once more
should cause only negligibly small changes. Can the authors please explain this?
Secondly, I think that for both periods (1980-1995 and 2005-2020), it would be more relevant to analyze
the trend over the period instead of the change between two individual years. Analyzing only two
individual years means that conclusions can be influenced by inter-annual variability. This may explain my
first point of this comment.
It is likely that the choice of comparing only two yearly averages is the cause for the magnitude in
changes seen in Table 2. When comparing the spatially-integrated FAC from the first and last day of the
RCI (i.e., 1 January 1980 and 31 December 1995), the difference in both SNOWPACK and the CFM is
<0.1%. The fact that we only selected two years and then averaged over them is likely the cause of these
changes. We very much appreciate the suggestion to instead analyze the trends instead, so we have
remade Table 2 (see below) with the 1980–1995 and 2005–2020 trends rather than single-year averages.
We have also modified the text to report these results.

Table 2. Modeled spatially-integrated firn air content (FAC) trends and standard errors of the
trends for each of the six basins (Fig. 6) for the 1980–1995 reference climate interval (RCI) and the
2005–2020 period. The last row shows the trends for the full GrIS.

In Section 3.2, we removed the text that reports values from the original Table 2 and have instead added
the following sentences:

The 1980–1995 trends in spatially-integrated FAC are shown in Table 2 for each basin. The trends
are very small (maximum = 3.1±0.3 km3y−1), which confirms that no substantial change in FAC
occurs over the RCI. This is  a result our our choice of RCI and the design of the spin-up.

In Section 3.3, we removed the text that reports values from the original Table 2 and have instead added
the following paragraph after the discussion of ice-sheet-wide trends:

The marginal areas of the GrIS experience the greatest amount of FAC depletion between 2005
and 2020 (Fig. 10). Both models simulate the same spatial patterns in loss, but the trends vary by
basin (Table 2). SNOWPACK simulates a negative trend in spatially-integrated FAC in all basins
during this time, with the strongest trend of -16.7±0.2 km3y−1 in the southwest. The negative trend
is weakest in the northeast (-2.5±0.2 km3y−1) and southeast (-4.5±0.4  km3y−1), which are also the
only two basins where the CFM-GSFC simulates positive trends (1.9±0.1 and 2.4±0.2  km3y−1,
respectively). The CFM-GSFC also simulates the strongest negative trend in the southwest where
the spatially-integrated FAC change is -6.9±0.1 km3y−1 (Table 2).



l292
Change “statistically” to “significantly”.
Done.

l297-298
“A consistent decreasing trend is modeled from ∼2002 and through ∼2011.”: please keep the 2005-2020
as a baseline for analysis. Switching between different periods of analysis makes the messages more
confusing.
We have removed this sentence to keep the focus on the defined periods of 1980–1995 and 2005–2020.

l305
Change “associated water percolation processes” to “associated water percolation and refreezing
processes”.
Done.

l312
“SNOWPACK simulates greater negative changes in FAC compared to the CFM once the models
diverge.”: I find this sentence unclear. Please consider rephrasing.
We have replaced this sentence with: Following this divergence, the magnitude of FAC change is
greater in SNOWPACK compared to the CFM-GSFC.

l314
Please specify: “followed by an increase in FAC only in the northeast and southeast”.
Done.

l317-329
The differences between CFM-GSFC-FDM and SNOWPACK that are described in these two paragraphs
are important. This deserves more detailed investigation into the causes of these differences (see Major
comment 2).
Thank you for pointing this out. Though we have not expanded the analysis (see earlier response to Major
comment 2), we have included a more thorough description and discussion of these results. In Section
3.3, we reported the values of the strongest seasonality: (52 and 33 km3 in the CFM-GSFC and
SNOWPACK, respective). Also to this paragraph, we added a sentence about the precipitation in the
basins with low/undetectable signals: These three basins also have the lowest annual precipitation
(Table A2). We have also expanded on this in the discussion (please see the response to the comment
below referring to line 429-432).

l335-336
“the ice slab nearest to the surface, which in some cases could be bare ice at the surface since there is
no condition that the ice slab must be beneath a layer of snow or firn”: I apologize, but I will make another
pedantic comment. The term “ice slab” has been used a lot over the last 6 years, and it is now often used
inappropriately. Ice slabs are thick layers of ice that develop within a layer of porous firn. They should not
be confused with the expansion of the ablation area. In this study, the algorithm of the authors makes no
difference between development of ice slabs and ablation area extension. For this reason, I ask the
authors to replace their use of “ice slabs” by “ice slabs or ablation area extension”.
This is a good point; we thank the reviewer for helping us make our language more accurate. We have
made the modifications to the text and Figure 11. In this section, we have added However, we do not
distinguish between an ice slab that has formed within the firn and any solid ice exposed at the
surface of the ice sheet's ablation zone. Elsewhere, we have replaced “ice slabs” with either solid ice
surfaces or ice slabs and ablation surfaces when discussion the model outputs.

l340
Change “depth to those slabs” to “depth of those slabs”.
We have changed this to depth to those surfaces to be inclusive to ice slabs and ablation surfaces per
the previous comment.



l343-344
Please re-evaluate this following Major comment 1.
We have reworded the start of this section to read as follows: In the evaluation of the models with
observations, both firn models perform well when evaluated across all SUMup core depths and
within each core depth bin. Their overall high NSE coefficients (≥0.09) and low MAPEs (≤16 %)
demonstrate their generally good agreement with observed FAC. Despite the overall good
agreement between both models, differences in model performance can also be identified. For
example, the model performance is not uniform across all core depths (Fig. 6). In deeper cores of
at least 10 m depth, the performance is worse than in the full set of cores, and the MAPE is higher
than in any subset for both SNOWPACK (27 %) and the CFM-GSFC (19 %). More deep-firn
observations may be needed to better evaluate the models at depth.

l350-351
“The signature of model biases differs across the ice sheet as climate, topography, and the impact of firn
hydrology vary.”: where is this assessed specifically?
Thank you for noticing that this is not specifically assessed in the manuscript. We have removed this
sentence for accuracy.

Caption of Figure 9
Please add “note the different y-axis scales.”
Done.

l353
“Some of the highest model biases in SNOWPACK and the CFM occur in southeast Greenland”: please
quantify.
We have added (>100 %) to clarify the threshold for this statement.

l354
Please clarify: “First, some of the observed density profiles are from cores that were drilled directly into a
perennial firn aquifer (Miller et al., 2018).”
Done.

l361
“Our results agree with these findings that model differences are highest where liquid water is present”:
please quantify the performances of the models in conditions of high LTSR.
We have made this statement more specific to the five sites we discussed since we do not have enough
high-LTSR observation sites for a meaningful evaluation of the model performance in high-LTSR
conditions. This sentence and the following one have been updated as follows: In this study, the high
model bias in the five cores in southeast Greenland supports these findings that model
differences are highest where liquid water is abundant. This indicates that poor representation of
meltwater percolation processes is still a substantial limiting factor in firn model performance
(Verjans et al., 2021).

l361
Please specify: “where liquid water is abundant”.
Done.

l366
“Within these five cores”: please rephrase.
Changed to For these five cores

Figure 10
I am puzzled by the big differences in the northeast ice caps. I wonder how much this influences the
results provided in this study. If this influence is significant, the authors should reconsider the presentation
of their results. The focus of this study is “the Greenland ice sheet” and not “the Greenland ice sheet and
its surrounding ice caps”.



The northeast ice caps are indeed interesting and show substantial FAC depletion in recent years. They
likely have little affect on the overall study results because they have relatively low FAC to begin with
(Figure 6). The substantial FAC depletion in those grid cells could be due to the fact that these are
disconnected from the rest of the ice sheet and are more sensitive to recent climate change. However, a
thorough analysis beyond the scope of this work would be necessary to fully understand the changes
occurring in that area of Greenland.

l368
Change “observed” to “local”.
Done.

l374-375
“gives confidence in the models’ abilities to simulate firn properties across the full ice sheet.”: please
nuance this statement as the performances of the models in the percolation zone are limited.
We have replaced across the full ice sheet with a wide spatial domain. And we have added the following
sentence: However, most observations are constrained to the accumulation zone, which limits
model validation in the hydrologically complex percolation zone. We have also noted this limitation
in a paragraph added to a new section of the paper, Section 4.4: Study limitations:

Additionally, the fact that the field data are spatially limited means that they do not fully capture
the variety of potential firn regimes. This is probably most crucial in the percolation zone where
few observations exist, yet where meltwater processes are complex and not often
well-represented in models (Vandecrux et al., 2020b). For example, the present study relies on the
bucket scheme for vertical meltwater transport, which is a simple choice using only the density to
control downward water percolation, but it is severely limited in reproducing more complex melt
water processes related to firn aquifer and ice slab formation (Verjans et al., 2021). While more
sophisticated water percolation schemes exist (particularly those based on Richards equation)
and can obtain better results (Verjans et al., 2019), they also show a stronger dependence on firn
properties, including for example grain size. The paucity of percolation zone observations limits
the opportunities for evaluating model performance, in particular regarding the choice of
meltwater percolation scheme.

l379
Specify: “in the firn models themselves.”
Done.

l382-383
“the LTSR is a stronger predictor of FAC in the CFM compared to SNOWPACK”: please quantify using the
coefficient of determination.
Thank you for this suggestion. We have calculated these values and added (r2 = 0.89) for the CFM-GSFC
and (r2 = 0.77) for SNOWPACK.

l383-384
“The large range of possible SNOWPACK-simulated FAC values at low LTSR values is likely due to the
model’s sophisticated new-snow density scheme (…)”: thus, is the difference in LTSR sensitivity between
CFM-GSFC- FDM and SNOWPACK mostly caused by the ρ0 assumption for CFM-GSFC-FDM? (see
Major comment 1)
This is an interesting point and we thank the reviewer for such an insightful comment. We have recreated
Figure 5 with results from the CFM-GSFC run with ρ0 from SNOWPACK to investigate this (Figure R4).
There is still a substantial difference in the LTSR/FAC relationship between the two models. The
CFM-GSFC spread has increased, but not exclusively at low LTSR points. Since it is not due to the initial
density assignment, we attribute this to the different densification schemes in each model. As such, we
have updated this sentence in the manuscript to now read: The large range of possible
SNOWPACK-simulated FAC values at low LTSR values is likely due to a combination of (1) the
model’s sophisticated new-snow density scheme that uses more than only air temperature and
accumulation to determine near-surface density, and (2) the densification scheme. The CFM-GSFC



uses a set new-snow density and its densification scheme is empirically based, which likely
explains the differences between the two models.

Figure R4. Same as Figure 5 in the manuscript but created with CFM-GSFC results that used the
new-snow density from SNOWPACK rather than a fixed 350 kg m-3.

l386
Change “This indicates” to “Our results show”.
Done.

l393
Typo: “has” should be “have”.
Done. Thank you for finding this.

l396
“which requires more detailed output from a dedicated firn model”: please mention that this is only a
particularity of MERRA2 because it does not provide melt as an output.
Good point, thank you. We added , in the case of MERRA-2, to specify this.

l400
“where the spread in FAC is less than in SNOWPACK”: please quantify.
Great suggestion, thank you. We have changed this to where the spread in FAC (0 to 24 m) is less
than in SNOWPACK (0 to 32 m).

l402
Change “is easier to predict using LTSR” to “shows less variability for a given LTSR”.
Done.

l409-410
The total Greenland FAC values provided here do not agree with the values given in Table 2. Please
correct this.
Thank you for pointing this out. The values listed here in the text are for the full GrIS (i.e., all MERRA-2
grid cells meeting the 50% ice coverage criteria described in Section 2.1). The original Table 2 reports the
sum of the basins, which is why the numbers are smaller. Those values are slightly different from the
ones reported here because these ones are long-term averages (1980–1995) rather than single-year
averages. Per a previous suggestion from the reviewer, we have chosen to change Table 2 to report
trends instead of single year averages.

Additionally, to the results (Section 3.2) we added: The spatially-integrated FAC, which is the total air
volume within the firn layer, is 34,645 km3 for SNOWPACK and 28,581 km3 for the CFM-GSFC.



These values represent all modeled grid cells, meaning they include some areas outside of the six
basins defined by Rignot and Mouginot (2012).

l411-412
“is close to a regional climate model’s (HIRHAM5_MOD) estimate for this period (Vandecrux et al.,
2019).”: please provide the value.
Unfortunately, Vandecrux et al. (2019) do not provide an exact value for HIRHAM5_MOD’s
spatially-integrated FAC. Their Figure 7 shows a time series of spatially-integrated FAC from
HIRHAM5_MOD, RACMO2.3p2, and observations. From this, we estimate a value of ~34,000 km3, which
we have added to our manuscript. This phrase now reads as is close to a regional climate model’s
(HIRHAM5_MOD) long-term estimate of ~34,000 km3 for this period (Vandecrux et al., 2019).

l416
“uses the constitutive relationship between stress and strain”: see comment above.
We have change “the” to a to clarify that we are not referencing a specific equation.

l422-423
Remove “(and by proxy, whether the physics-based or empirical approach is recommended)”.
Done.

l427
Change “corresponds with” to “corresponds to”.
Done.

l429-432
“The stronger seasonality in the CFM is indicative of the model’s more simple treatment of forcing data
like accumulation and temperature, which have strong seasonal patterns. SNOWPACK’s same
sophisticated new- snow density scheme that leads to a complex relationship between LTSR and FAC
also results in this smaller seasonal signal.”: it is unclear to me how the authors reach these conclusions
from their results. Please explain more.
Thank you for pointing out the need for a stronger explanation here. We have rewritten these sentences:
The temporal patterns in FAC are directly related to the atmospheric forcing. Atmospheric input
like accumulation and temperature have strong seasonal patterns, which likely makes them the
strongest drivers of FAC seasonality. Both models’ FAC seasonal signals are primarily driven by
the forcing, but strength of the signal is tied to how each model treats the forcing. SNOWPACK’s
FAC seasonality is weaker than that of the CFM-GSFC, which points to a more complex treatment
of accumulation and temperature in SNOWPACK. In particular, these forcing variables are used in
SNOWPACK’s new-snow density scheme but not in the constant new-snow density assumed in
the CFM-GSFC. As such, the same new-snow density scheme that leads to the complex
relationship between LTSR and FAC may also dampen SNOWPACK’s seasonal signal.

l434
“the 2012 extreme melt season can be seen as an abrupt drop in FAC in most basins”: please be more
nuanced. There is an abrupt drop only in the southwest, southeast, and to a lesser degree northeast
basins.
Thank you. We have changed “most” to three to be more specific.

l441
Please be more nuanced: “Ice slabs, which may render deep pore space inaccessible”.
Done.

l443-444
Please rephrase this sentence.



Thank you for catching our mistake of leaving out the word, “which”. The sentence now reads: The
largest percent change is in the southwest, which has the warmest temperatures and highest melt
compared to other basins during this period (Table A2).

l445-447
“Pore space depletion can also be a sign of firn densification, which has been found to increase cold
content in the firn and amplify meltwater freezing and ice slab formation in the near-surface (Vandecrux et
al., 2020a).”: this statement is a very crude simplification of a complex process with many interactions and
feedbacks. I suggest rephrasing: “Pore space depletion can also be caused by firn densification, which in
turn modifies the meltwater refreezing and retention capacities of the firn in a complex manner.”
Done.

l459
“place our results in a context of uncertainty”: this study does not perform any uncertainty analysis.
We have removed this sentence for accuracy.

l460-461
Change “lets us isolate the differences in the models themselves and examine how they respond to the
same forcing” to “lets us examine how the models respond differently to the same forcing due to structural
model differences and parameterization choice”.
Done.

l461
Change “metric” to “factor”.
Done.

l464
Change “While FAC in the CFM more gradually decreases as” to “While FAC more gradually decreases in
the CFM as”.
Done.

l465
“reaches near-zero FAC values that the CFM does not capture”: please consider rephrasing. This
sentence suggests that SNOWPACK is right and that CFM is wrong.
This is a very good point; we thank the reviewer for picking up on this unintentional connotation. We have
reworded this to say: reaches near-zero FAC values not simulated by the CFM-GSFC.

l466
Change “even more” to “on larger areas”.
We have removed this last phrase to avoid confusion. The sentence now reads: These different
response in air content to increasing liquid water will become important in future warming
scenarios.

l470
The FAC values given here do not agree with values in Table 2. Please correct this.
Thank you for pointing this out. Please see the earlier comment addressing this.

l471
“reasonable estimations when compared to other studies”: please quantify.
We have changed this to: …reasonable estimations when compared to other studies (e.g., 26,800
km3 from observations and ~34,000 km3 from a model (Vandecrux et al., 2019).

l477
Change “the pore space depletion is more extreme” to “the pore space is more depleted”.
Done.



l480
Specify: “the firn layer in the CFM loses only an equivalent of 1 mm.”
Done.

Caption of Table A1
Does the standard deviation refer to (a) the within-basin standard deviations of the RCI mean values or
(b) the annual standard deviation of the basin mean values? If it is (a) specify “mean plus/minus basin
standard deviation”, and if it is (b) specify “mean plus/minus inter-annual standard deviation”.
Caption of Table A2
Same comment as for the caption of Table A1.
Thank you for noting the ambiguity in this statistic. In both tables, the standard deviation refers to the
within-basin standard deviations of the RCI mean values. We have updated the captions for both Table
A1 and A2 as suggested with (a).

Caption of Figure A1
Move “(green vertical line)” next to “350 kg m−3”.
Done.

Caption of Figure A2
Change “full ice sheet” to “Greenland ice sheet”.
Changed to GrIS.

Section “Code and data availability”
I thank the authors for providing the entire model output from both models as an open-source dataset.
However, I ask the authors to include a README file in the dataset that explains in details how one can
read and extract information from the files.
We thank the reviewer for this suggestion that supports open science and access to data. We have
created a README file and uploaded it to Zenodo. The code and data availability section has been
updated to include the new Zenodo link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7671892.
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